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A Taste of Northern Spain:
The Art, Wine & Cuisine of 

Catalonia, Aragon & Basque Country

Join your hosts, Ryan Wildstar and Ryan O’Connell-Elston, for an unforgettable 
exploration of the Art, Wine and Cuisine of a region of the world renowned for all three. 

There, you will have the opportunity to experience first-hand the vibrant connections 
between the celebrated Art, Wine and Cuisine of Northern Spain.

ITINERARY INCLUDES:

• 9 Days/8 Nights stay in Catalonia, Aragon and Basque Country in a chic villa, a 
luxury hotel and a 1st class apartment.

• 3 Days of Guided Wine Tastings featuring wines from Priorat, Penedès, Montsant, 
Campo de Borja and Rioja.

• 5 Days of Guided Tours in Barcelona, San Sebastián, Zaragoza, Bilbao, Sitges and 
Tarragona to art museums, cathedrals, Roman ruins, beaches, historical sites and 
architectural wonders.

• A Culinary Tour of the regional cuisine of Catalonia, Aragon and Basque Country, 
including reservations at 3 of the best restaurants in all of Spain. 

• Continental Breakfast each morning during your stay.
• All Transportation during your stay.
• Two 4-Course Dinners prepared by your hosts from local ingredients.
• Two Lunches at 2 exceptional restaurants specializing in regional fare.
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Catalonia

We’ll begin our exploration of Northern Spain in the amazingly 
beautiful region of Catalonia. We’ll be situated just 4 kilometers 

from the beaches of Sitges (considered the Saint-Tropez of Spain, 
just half-way between Barcelona and the wine regions of Priorat
and Montsant), in an eclectic Mediterranean Villa magnificently 

decorated in classic Catalan colors, with a lush garden and outdoor 
dining area as well as a full-length pool and Jacuzzi. The Villa

boasts 6 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms, 11 hammocks, a shaded terrace 
with a sofa and table for breakfasts, as well as a small lake with
fish, surrounded by chickens, rabbits and turtles. There are also 
some amazing scenic views and idyllic hiking trails from the 

Villa through Sitges, Sant Pere de Ribes and Montserrat. 
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Monday: 
Guests will be met at 
the train station in 
Barcelona in the 
morning. We’ll start 
the trip off with tapas
at the trendy Tapas 24
Restaurant (included). 
After lunch we can 
tour Antoni Gaudí’s
architectural master-
piece, the Sagrada Família (optional), before heading off to check into our 
beautiful Villa near Sitges. We’ll get settled into our Villa and perhaps have a 
dip in the pool before having a 4-course dinner in the garden (included).

Tuesday:
We’ll head out in the morning to Barcelona to take 
a tour of the Joan Miró Museum and see some of 
the artist’s most inspired paintings, sculptures, 
textiles and drawings. After a break for a light  
lunch in La Barceloneta at Milk Bar and Bistro 
(optional), we will head over to the Picasso 
Museum for an equally inspirational tour of some 
of his greatest paintings.
We’ll have time to relax and
explore more of the city 
before we have dinner at the 
renowned 2-star Michelin-
rated restaurant Moments

(optional). With 7  
stars between her 
3 restaurants, chef 
Carme Ruscalleda
is the Michelin
Guide’s most 
honored female chef in the world. This 
is, without a doubt, one of the finest 
gastronomical experiences in Catalonia.
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Wednesday:
Well start our first day of 
wine tastings with a visit 
to the highly esteemed 
winery of Bodegas Pinord
in the Penedès region, just 
a stone’s throw from our 
Villa. We’ll taste their 
incredible line-up of 
biodynamic wines from 
Priorat and Penedès (they 
are currently the only 
Demeter-certified winery 
in Spain).

Following our tasting, we’ll 
drive to the spectacular city of 
Tarragona to see the Roman 
ruins of Tarraco (a UNESCO 
World Heritage site). We can 
visit the Amphitheatre and 
Roman Circus (optional) and 
then have lunch at Les Voltes,
(included) a restaurant housed 
under three Roman vaults in 
the circus. After lunch, we will 
head to the incredible Cellers

Can Blau in the region of 
Montsant. There we will have a 
chance to tour their majestic 
vineyards and taste through 
their fantastic selection of wines 
made from Cariñena and Syrah. 
We’ll head back to the Villa after 
our day of tasting and then have 
a light dinner at one of the many 
seaside restaurants in Sitges
(optional). 
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Aragon
Thursday: 
We will check out of our Villa in 
Catalonia and head to the majestic 
city of Zaragoza, the capital of 
Aragon. There, we’ll check into our 
Luxury Hotel, each Suite exquisitely 
appointed and featuring it’s own 
living room and free-standing 
bathtub. Once we are all settled in, 
we’ll enjoy a light lunch at one of the 
many nearby tapas restaurants 
(optional) and then head to the 
venerated Basilica of Our

Lady of the Pillar. Incorporating the styles of Baroque, Romanesque, Gothic
and Mudéjar architecture over many centuries, the Basilica of Our Lady of the 
Pillar, reputedly the first church dedicated to Mary, is one of the most visually 
stunning cathedrals in the world.
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In addition to the impressive architecture, 
the Basilica also boasts an 18th Century 
chapel with frescos painted by Francisco 
Goya. After the Basilica, we’ll take the Goya 
Walking Tour of Zaragoza. We’ll visit the 
house where he lived as well as the Museo
de Zaragoza and the Museo Camón Aznar, 
featuring extensive collections of his work. 
That evening, we will have dinner at La 
Prensa (optional), featuring the 1-star 
Michelin-rated cuisine of another celebrated 
female chef, Marisa Barberán (optional).

Friday:
Morning check out of the Hotel
and then we’ll start off for the 
next leg of our Tour in Basque 
Country. On the way out of 
Zaragoza, we will stop at the 
Aljafería Palace, the most 
important Moorish building in
Northern Spain and the setting 

of Giuseppe Verdi's opera Il 
Trovatore (The Troubadour). 
Afterwards, we can stop for 
lunch (optional) along the 
wine route out of Aragaon
and take in a wine tasting at 
the highly esteemed Bodegas 
Borsao in the Campo de 
Borja wine region. We’ll then 
continue on to San Sebastián, 
our final destination.
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Basque Country

Arriving in San Sebastián on Friday afternoon, we’ll make our way to 
our 1st class accommodations, a luxurious modern apartment with 

panoramic views, located directly across from the exclusive beach of 
the Bay of La Concha (one of the most celebrated beaches on the entire 

Atlantic coastline). With beautiful hardwood floors throughout, the 
apartment features a large living room with large bay windows as 

well as a terrace affording spectacular sea views of the island of Santa 
Clara, Mount Igeldo and Mount Urgull. The modern kitchen is fully 

equipped with black marble countertops and state-of-the-art 
appliances. The four stylish bedrooms are roomy and light, decorated 

in soft beige and white tones, offering each guest an oasis of luxury 
and relaxation. Three beautiful bathrooms complete the interior. 

After checking into the apartment, we can have dinner (optional) at 
one of the sensational seaside restaurants overlooking the 

Bay of Biscay.
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Saturday:
For our first day in San 
Sebastián, we will relax in the 
morning and then head south 
to the wine country of Rioja
for a tasting at the renowned 
Muga, ranked consistently 
among the greatest wineries 
in all of Spain. We’ll have a 
chance to tour their vineyards, 
take a tour of the cave and 
then taste a line-up of their
sensational wines. After our tasting, we’ll head back to the apartment in San 
Sebastián and relax for the rest of the afternoon in preparation for our 
culinary extravaganza later that evening at the inimitable Arzak (optional). 

Chef Juan Mari Arzak is one 
of the most famous chefs in 
the world and his namesake 
restaurant has held 3 
Michelin stars since 1989. 
The restaurant, renowned for 
its nouvelle Basque cuisine, 
was voted the #8 restaurant 
in the world in 2013 and is 
now run jointly by Juan and 
his daughter Elena Arzak, 

awarded best female chef 
in the world in 2012. She 
began her culinary career 
at the age of 11 at Arzak, 
while her grandmother 
was head chef. She then 
furthered her career
working under Alain 
Ducasse, Pierre Gagnaire
and finally at elBulli
under the tutelage of the 
legendary Ferran Adrià. 
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Sunday:
Open plans. Guests can spend the 
day exploring San Sebastián, 
relaxing on the beach or perhaps 
sunbathing on the terrace. Guests 
may want to wander around Old 
Town, visit the beautiful square in 
front of City Hall or spend a day 
at La Perla, the Spa directly across 
from the apartment specializing in 
Thalassotherapy (seawater baths).  

Monday:
We’ll travel to the nearby city of Bilbao to visit the impressive Guggenheim 
Museum of Bilbao designed by Frank Gehry. There we can view their 
contemporary art collection, with works by Yves Klein, Robert Rauschenberg,
Louise Bourgeois, Andy Warhol and Richard Serra. In addition, we’ll have 
time to explore their extensive collection of Basque Art. We’ll break for lunch 
and treat ourselves to a txikiteo (a pintxos crawl) through the Casco Viejo and 
then head back to San Sebastián to relax and have a final 4-course dinner at 
the apartment (included).

Tuesday:
Satiated from a week of 
amazing art, wine, food
and great company, 
guests will say their fond 
farewells and be driven 
to the train station in San 
Sebastián to head to 
their final destination.
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Wildstar Wine Tours

A Taste of Northern Spain: 
May 23rd-May 31st,  2016

Price includes:

• 9 Days/8 Nights stay in Catalonia, Aragon and Basque Country in a chic villa, a luxury 
hotel and a 1st class apartment.

• 3 Days of Guided Wine Tastings featuring wines from Priorat, Penedès, Montsant, 
Campo de Borja and Rioja.

• 5 Days of Guided Tours in Barcelona, San Sebastián, Zaragoza, Bilbao, Sitges and 
Tarragona to art museums, cathedrals, Roman ruins, beaches, historical sites and 
architectural wonders.

• A Culinary Tour of the regional cuisine of Catalonia, Aragon and Basque Country, 
including reservations at 3 of the best restaurants in all of Spain.*

• Continental Breakfast each morning during your stay.
• All Transportation during your stay.
• Two 4-Course Dinners prepared by your hosts from local ingredients.
• Two Lunches at 2 exceptional restaurants specializing in regional fare.

*Price includes all meals marked “included” in the brochure. Meals marked “optional” are not included in the price listed below. 

Double Occupancy: $2800 (per person)  
Single Occupancy: $3900 (per person)

(All payments are non-refundable. Price is subject to change based on availability, euro exchange rate and gas prices. Does not 
include airfare, train fare, itinerary not included in this brochure, personal expenses, personal travel insurance, personal meals, 
admission fees, or any item marked “optional.” Accommodations, restaurants, dates and all visits included in the brochure are 

subject to change based on availability.) 

50% Deposit Due Now

Tour Capacity is 6 Guests, 
So Book Now to Secure Your Reservation!!! 

***Need help booking your flight, train tickets, or other vacation arrangements? 
Our licensed travel agency is happy to help!***

www.WildstarWineTours.com
Email: dargelos24@yahoo.com  Phone: 360-758-2020
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